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Haruka tooi mirai no shima e, chizu no nai bouken
ryokou
Chiisana OORU nigitte, kami hikouki ni youni
Kaze ni nagsare, ame ni utaretemo ii sa
Yume o kogi dasu yo
Let's travel on a mapless adventure to an island in the
far off and distant
Future
Gripping our small oar like a paper airplane
Floating on the wind, even singing in the rain
Rowing our dream

Bokura wa minna TOMU SOOYA sa, kawaita jidai no
naka de
Futatsu no kodou hitotsu ni naru, chikyuu no RIZUMU
kanjite ita
We're everyone's Tom Sawyer when it's boring
Two beats became one and we felt the rhythm of the
earth

Dokomademo hiroi, kono sora o jiyuu ni toberu nara
Yes! Aoi kaze o ima, sui kande yukou yo
How spacious is this sky if we fly free in it?
Yes! let's seize a blue wind now

Haruka tooi mirai no shima e, chizu no nai bouken
ryokou
Chiisana OORU nigitte, kami hikouki ni youni
Kaze ni nagsare, ame ni utaretemo ii sa
Bokura wa kokoro ni yume o daite iru
Let's travel on a mapless adventure to an island in the
far off distant
Future
Gripping our small oar like a paper airplane
Floating on the wind, even singing in the rain
We're harbouring dreams in our hearts

Kotae o zenbu uketome tara, chissoku shite shimai sou
Mienai mono ga sukoshi kurai, aru hou ga kitto
shiawase dane
If you react to all of the answers, you'll finish by
suffocating
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The things you can't see are a little dark, the
information is surely luck

Doron kono KUTSU de, hashiri nuketa kisetsu,
wasurenai
Yes! Ano hi no TOKIMEKI, oi kakete yukou yo
I forgot that we ran through the mud with these shoes
Yes! let's chase after the throbbing of that day

Dare mo shiranai mori o nukete, saigo no bouken
ryokou
Futatsu no hitomi no oku ni, yaki tsuketa shunkan o
Omoi no mama ni, tsunagi awasereba itsuka
Bokura wa KIRAMEKU ashita o mitsukeru yo
Let's travel on a final adventure, knowing no one
escapes the forest
In two eyes, that instant was scorched
Like in feelings, if we join someday
We will shine, discovering tomorrow

(Wasurenai...)
(Oi kakete yukou yo...)
(I remember...)
(Let's chase after it...)

Haruka tooi mirai no shima e, chizu no nai bouken
ryokou
Chiisana OORU nigitte, kami hikouki ni youni
Kaze ni nagsare, ame ni utaretemo ii sa
Bokura wa ookina yume o daite iru
Let's travel on a mapless adventure to an island in the
far off distant
Future
Gripping our small oars like a paper airplane
Floating on the wind, even singing in the rain
We're harbouring large dreams
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